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ABSTRACT
In the transition process from IPv4 to IPv6, the lack of customer de-
mand remains a major problem for Internet Service Providers. With
the increasing traffic in IPv4 networks, the ISPs’ operational cost is
growing while the user experience will be degraded. We propose a
solution for these problems by transferring IPv4 traffic through the
IPv6 core network. By providing better services for IPv4 end users,
such as stabler connections, lower latency and better QoS, our solu-
tion can serve as an incentive for ISPs to gradually upgrade to pure
IPv6 networks. In this demo, we showcase that better service qual-
ity for IPv4 end-to-end connections can be acquired by transferring
traffic from heavy-loaded IPv4 core network to light-loaded IPv6
core network, using stateless IPv4/IPv6 translation techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With IPv4 address exhaustion [10] and the growing traffic demand
from newly raised industries, such as 5G communications and
Internet of Things (IoT), IPv6 is considered as a key solution for the
future Internet [8]. During the last few years, while Internet traffic
has increased significantly, the majority of the traffic growth still
happens within IPv4 networks. According to the statistics of the
Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX), one of the largest Internet
exchange points in Europe, the peak traffic for IPv6 is less than 300
Gbps while the total traffic reaches 9 Tbps in 2020 [3]. In China,
with 57% ASes supporting IPv6, the ratio of IPv6 traffic is only 12%
in mobile core networks and 4% in MAN during 2020 [1]. For ISPs,
the growing traffic has introduced a great burden on the IPv4 core
network with numerous CGNs (Carrier-Grade NATs), which bring
difficulties to the traffic engineering and security problems due to
its stateful design [2].
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Figure 1: Illustration of proposed system-iFudan6.

To solve the problem, we proposed a system transferring traffic
from a heavy-loaded IPv4 network to a light-loaded IPv6 network,
thus providing better connection quality for end-users and moti-
vating ISP to build pure IPv6 core networks. Our proposed system
(named as iFudan6) adopts a double-translation architecture using
stateless IPv4/IPv6 translation technique IVI [12] to transfer traffic.
The address translation and protocol translation process follows
IETF standards [5, 6], and we use BGP to propagate dynamic routes
and select paths in a distributed manner. Compared with stateful
IPv4/IPv6 translation [14], the stateless technique can achieve better
performance and scalability.

Compared with IP tunneling, iFudan6 supports traffic engineer-
ing better with preserved IPv4 information. It is worth noticing
that the process remains totally opaque for end users and they do
not need to change anything in end systems. To demonstrate the
effectiveness and feasibility of the system, we deploy it on CER-
NET2 [16], one of the biggest IPv6 backbone networks in China,
and the access network of Fudan University (located in Shang-
hai, China). Performance measurements, such as throughput and
downloading speed, are conducted to show the benefits of iFudan6.

2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to transfer IPv4 traffic via the IPv6 core network, we pro-
pose the double IVI translation system iFudan6 as shown in Figure
1. The blue arrows represent IPv4 traffic and the green arrows rep-
resent IPv6 traffic. With two IVI translation routers positioned at
the ingress and egress points of the IPv6 core network, IPv4 traf-
fic traverses the IPv6 core network to reach the destination IPv4
addresses.

The IVI mechanism uses network-specific, variable prefix (NSP)
and suffix [5] for translated IPv6 address thus preserving the IPv4
address information. In our system, different NSPs are assigned
to core IVI translators on the border corresponding to different
IPv4 ISPs. A core IVI router just needs to advertise its own NSP to
the IPv6 core network without violating the address aggregation
principle of IPv6.

Compared with tunneling, our stateless IPv4/IPv6 translation
mechanism assures minimal processing overhead. According to our
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Figure 2: Demonstration websites on the IPerf3 page.

study of ping packets’ translation, 99.94% of packets’ translation
process cost less than 0.04 millisecond, consistent with the find-
ings in [15]. The throughput of IVI translation device is able to
reach line rate since it does not maintain per-flow state. Meanwhile,
stateless translation provides opportunities for ISPs to optimize the
routing and support unified IPv4/IPv6 security strategies. For ex-
ample, IPv6 routers can monitor the malicious traffic from the IPv4
network and ban its IPv4 source address by inspecting/blocking its
mapping IPv6 address directly, which is not possible in tunneling
solutions. Traceroute is also available to obtain intermediate IPv6
router addresses in double translation scenario based on [13].

To transfer routing information, we adopt a mechanism called
“464BGP”. Specifically, we build bidirectional iBGP neighbor connec-
tions between the access IVI device and core IVI devices. The IPv4
routes received by the core IVI devices can be passed to the access
IVI device through the IPv6 network, and learned by the access
IPv4 network. These core IVI devices peer with different ISPs, so
the access IPv4 network essentially has several “virtua” upstream
ISPs via the 464BGP infrastructure. Different from traditional multi-
homing practices where inbound traffic can not be controlled well,
in our solution, the access network can also select and announce
different routes through 464BGP to different virtual upstream ISPs,
making it possible to optimize both outbound and inbound traffic
and bring chances for innovation. It is also completely compatible
with RPKI certificate system [4] to avoid prefix hijacking.

3 DEMONSTRATION AND CONCLUSION
Demo Setup. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our system, we
deploy iFudan6 on CERNET2, one of the biggest IPv6 backbone
networks in China, and the access network of Fudan University.
The China Education and Research Network provides Internet ser-
vices for thousands of universities all around China. It has an IPv4
backbone network (CERNET) and an IPv6 backbone network (CER-
NET2). The IPv6 core network, CERNET2, is an IPv6-only network
totally separated from the IPv4 network CERNET, with 100Gbps
backbone bandwidth [16]. We also conduct measurements on a
host linked to CERNET, the IPv4 backbone network, as a compar-
ison. Two client hosts of the same device type, connected to the
traditional IPv4 link and our proposed system separately, act as
vantage points (VP) in our measurements. We demonstrate the mea-
surement results in an online website which user interface can be
seen in Figure 2. Different IPerf3 target servers (located in Europe,
North America and China), different QUIC target servers (located
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Figure 3: CDF of IPerf3 (using TCP cubic) download through-
put to a server located at the University of Göttingen.

in Europe and China), different target websites (located around the
globe), measurement configurations and measurement time periods
can be chosen to demonstrate the results.

Before measurements of different services, we verify the advan-
tage of the IPv6 network (CERNET2) with the IPerf3 throughput and
latency measurements between three VPs, i.e., the access IVI router
in Fudan University, one core router in Beijing and one core router
in Shanghai. The results presented on our demo website show that
most time, the IPv6 network (CERNET2) has larger throughput and
smaller latency than the IPv4 core network (CERNET).

TCP throughput measured by IPerf3. We utilize IPerf3 to
measure the throughput between the client and the selected server
based on two TCP congestion control algorithms, i.e. cubic [9] and
BBR [7]. Although the performance of the two algorithms differs,
the advantage of iFudan6 exists for both of them. Figure 3 shows the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of download throughput
with a server at the University of Göttingen. Compared with IPv4
network, iFudan6 is capable of providing a larger throughput.

File downloading speed based on HTTP. We demonstrate
that our proposed system has increased the file downloading bit
rate by 50% on average. It is measured through downloading PDF
files from the websites of universities around the world.

File downloading speed based on QUIC. QUIC [11], widely
accepted as a promising UDP-based data transmission protocol, is
able to utilize the link capacity more effectively. We build QUIC
servers located in Europe and China, to measure the download
speed based on QUIC. As the results show, our proposed system
has increased the speed by at least 30%.

In this demo, we propose iFudan6, a double IVI translation system
which transfers IPv4 end-to-end traffic via IPv6 infrastructure. We
deploy iFudan6 in one of the biggest IPv6 backbone networks in
China and conduct end-to-end performance measurements from
multiple aspects. The benefits of iFudan6 compared with the IPv4
core network are shown on our online demo website.
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